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Banking with
dinosaurs
HOW THE OUTSOURCING OF LEGACY IT LOST NICHE SKILLS AND
LED TO A TECHNOLOGY CRISIS FOR FINANCIAL
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IT outsourcing

Mobile networks

The BBC has announced plans to move
away from its single-supplier outsourcing deal and introduce a multi-sourced
approach to its technology services. The
broadcaster’s current deal with Atos is
due to end in March 2015. Suppliers
will be invited to bid for seven contracts
under a tower model.

Vodafone has signed up 500,000
customers to its 4G packages in its
first six months. Since launching its 4G
network in August 2013, it has rolled
out, or is in the process of doing so, 4G
connections in 208 cities and towns
across the UK, and now claims to cover
36% of the population.

BBC starts search for suppliers to
replace £2bn Atos outsourcing deal

Vodafone wins half a million
4G customers in six months

Healthcare IT

IT outsourcing

NHS England is to delay by six months the
roll-out of its Care.data scheme for sharing patient records through a central database. An NHS England spokesman said
the delay was to “allow more time to build
understanding of the benefits of using the
information, what safeguards are in place,
and how people can opt out”.

Pharmaceuticals giant AstraZeneca is
reducing the amount of IT it outsources
to Indian suppliers but will retain the
advantages of the offshore delivery model
through a captive centre in India. The
company is also planning to open delivery
centres in Eastern Europe
access the latest
and California.

NHS England puts patient database
on hold to increase public awareness

AstraZeneca brings IT in-house but
retains offshore delivery benefits

it news via rss feed

IT suppliers

Retail IT

A new investigation into the accounting
practices used by Autonomy has suggested its biggest critic, HP, knew all
about the moves months before it publicly
condemned the firm. The UK software
company was acquired by HP in 2011 for
$11.7bn, and later wrote $8.8bn off the
firm’s value claiming it had been wilfully
misled by “questionable accounting and
business practices” inflating its worth.

Marks & Spencer has unveiled its newlook website as part of a wider multichannel approach to retail. The retailer
has designed and built the new site
around the customer, following two years
of testing. Analytics and feedback from
the previous site allowed M&S to pinpoint
40 key customer issues, and the retailer
has improved the quality of search
returns by 14%.

HP knew of Autonomy hardware sales
tactics soon after deal was sealed

Marks & Spencer relaunches website
to meet changing customer needs

NEWCASTLE TO GO DIGITAL
WITH £9M GOVERNMENT FUND
Government funding is set to boost the digital economy in
Newcastle, with plans announced for a number of technology projects. The Go Digital Newcastle scheme will be run
by the city council and aims to bring in an extra £150m
through the creation of new jobs and the improvement of
operations for existing businesses. A total of £9m will be
put towards the project, which promises to bring superfast
fibre broadband access to 97% of residents and companies
by 2015 and a free Wi-Fi network across the main footfall
areas of the city centre and possibly on the Metro system.

TIM SAXON/ISTOCK/THINKSTOCK
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IT salaries

Data breach

Pay rates for IT contractors rose by up to
13% between 2013 and 2014, according
to the Robert Walters Salary Survey 2014.
IT professionals contracted to firms in
the London financial services sector saw
the biggest salary increases, with day
rates for contracted chief technology
officers and chief information officers
rising from £1,000-£1,300 in 2013 to
£1,100-1,500 in 2014.

Tesco.com was forced to deactivate more
than 2,000 accounts last week after
hackers posted a list of usernames and
passwords online. Investigators believe
the attackers tried credentials stolen from
other sites on Tesco.com and were able
to access 2,239 accounts, underlining the
importance of using unique passwords for
online accounts.

IT contractors see 13% pay increase

Tesco.com deactivates accounts after
hackers publish user login details

Software security

Mobile software

Removing Microsoft admin rights from
employees mitigates 96% of critical
vulnerabilities affecting Windows operating systems, 91% of critical vulnerabilities
affecting Microsoft Office and 100% of
vulnerabilities in Internet Explorer, a study
has revealed. The study, carried out by
privilege management firm Avecto, analysed data from security bulletins issued
by Microsoft throughout 2013.

Facebook has acquired messaging service
WhatsApp in a deal worth $19bn in cash
and shares, following a recent unsuccessful offer of $1bn made by Google.
WhatsApp claims to be registering one
million new users a day and has 450 million active users who are keen to avoid
text messaging charges. It allows users
to send unlimited free text and picture
messages, and is among the world’s most
downloaded mobile apps.

IT recruitment

IT outsourcing

Anthony Watson has been appointed
CIO of the global clothing and sportswear
company Nike. Watson made the move
from Barclays Bank where he was the
London-based managing director and CIO
for Europe and the Middle East, as well
as global operations, among other highprofile roles at the bank.

German airline Lufthansa has signed Dell
Services to provide maintenance and
support for core front-end systems in
a five-year agreement that will harness
offshore as well as on-site services.
The airline expects costs savings while
ensuring problems are fixed quickly. n

Cutting Microsoft admin rights can
mitigate 92% of threats, study shows

Barclays CIO joins Nike as global CIO

Facebook buys WhatsApp for $19bn

Lufthansa outsources management
of booking system to Dell Services

HIGHEST PROFILE EUROPEAN IT PROJECTS FOR 2014

Source: Computer Weekly/TechTarget
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Combined use of legacy systems and
contracting to blame for IT disasters
Banking companies are increasingly blaming outsourcing projects for IT errors,
but Karl Flinders finds other issues, such as management, are just as damaging
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IT problems
hit RBS and
NatWest
customers
again
Hardware
fault causes
more RBS
service outages

W

hen things go wrong in IT, firms
are increasingly blaming the
practice of outsourcing, with
recent problems at UK banks no exception.
But why is the process of outsourcing IT so
problematic?
Banks are notorious for their reliance on
legacy systems. They use mainframe-based
applications that have been running for 40
years, and often enounter the finger of blame
when things go wrong. But these systems
work, according to many in the industry, and
it is the lack of understanding of them that is
the problem.
Recent cost-cutting pressure and the
increased use of outsourced services,
including those provided from offshore
locations, are now also being blamed.
The combined use of legacy systems and IT
outsourcing is blamed for increasing failures

as banks hurriedly outsource IT, leading
to errors in the transfer of skills, which is
essential given the age of systems.

Too reliant on outsourcing

One IT professional in the banking sector
said the increase in production problems
was being caused by cost cutting, with the
use of offshore IT suppliers a factor.
“When offshore outsourcing was limited
to development and helpdesk services it was
not a big issue, but the more recent trend
has been to put production support into that
model, and that’s where I see the problems
arising,” he said.
Offshore can be efficient if it stays in-house
and outsourcing is effective if it remains
onshore or nearshore, he added, but the
far-shore outsource model is where he
sees problems.
computerweekly.com 25 February - 3 March 2014 4
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“If I was the regulator I would ban far-shore
outsourcing of critical production support.
The outsourcers don’t have enough skin
in the game, just a contractual penalty or
service level agreement hiccup,” he said.

Increasing knowledge gap

The IT professional said it was not the
legacy systems, which have worked fine for
the past 40 years, that are causing trouble:
“The problem is these systems are being

“The real issue is the
fragmented approach
we are seeing from
banks towards their
core processes”

Neil Kinson, Redwood Software
handed over to people who don’t know
how to look after them. Who learns PL/1 or
Cobol these days? The new generation is
into Java and C#. If you grew up with Cobol
or PL/1, you’re probably 60 and thinking
more about retirement.”
There are also risks of offshoring to captive
centres, not just third parties. In 2011, a rogue
trader lost Swiss bank UBS £1.4bn. This
could have been avoided had a computer
used to detect unauthorised trading been
more effective. A source in India said the
problem occurred in a USB captive operation
in Hyderabad. He said that unlike suppliers,
which have processes that must be adhered
to, captives are less stringent. He said
the rogue trading was missed because
data had been deleted as part of a system
upgrade. “If there had been a process, like
that of any supplier, this would not have
happened,” he said.

IT problems at RBS

Another IT professional, with good inside
knowledge of the Royal Bank of Scotland’s
technology, said outsourcing was at the
heart of the recent IT problems suffered
at the bank. In summer 2012, the bank’s

customers were unable to access their
accounts for days, as a result of software
issues. Twelve million customer accounts
were frozen, and customers were unable
to access funds for a week or more as RBS,
NatWest and the Ulster Bank manually
updated all the account balances. RBS said
the problems cost the bank £175m.
As a result of the software glitch
the Financial Services Authority (FSA)
demanded details of how major banks
planned to prevent a repeat.
“The incident happened barely a week after
the UK experts had been laid off and was to
do with a standard system upgrade,” said the
source close to RBS. “It was such a mess that
the original experts had to be recalled to sort
it out on high pay rates.”
He does not blame the Indian outsourcer’s
staff, but the fact there was a tight timescale
to hand things over: “It was impossible to
devolve 30 years of experience in the few
months of hand-over. Cross-training was
attempted, but with the throughput of people
in India [as fast as they were trained, many
went off to get better jobs somewhere else],
all the intellectual capital was lost.”

Lack of management

But Neil Kinson, vice-president for Europe
at Redwood Software, said IT outsourcing/
offshoring in itself is not the problem.
“We hear a great deal about legacy
IT systems causing bank glitches, and
outsourcing has often taken the blame for
its associated problems of slow response
times, lack of visibility and human errors, but
outsourcing itself is not the problem. The real
issue is the siloed and fragmented approach
we are seeing from banks towards their core
processes,” he said.
“While outsourcing brings problems such
as slow response times and lack of visibility,
these issues would not exist if firms had the
right processes in place. Where back-office
functions take place matters less than how
processes are executed.”
Outsourcing might not be to blame, but the
management of an outsourcing transfer must
take some blame if a knowledge gap opens.
“It is the responsibility of management to
keep the right people with the right skills
in-house,” said an industry source. n
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Google Glass could augment
reality in the workplace
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Firm
launches
banking app for
wearable
technology
Where
wearable
devices could
fit in the
business world

Can wearable technology find a
place in the enterprise agenda?
Wearable technology, such as smartwatches and Google Glass, is set to
revolutionise the way people use internet-linked devices, says Cliff Saran

O

ver the next few years, wearable
technology is expected to make an
impact in the consumer and enterprise market, and CIOs should consider the
implications of this.
Smartwatches from the likes of Sony and
Samsung, Google Glass and fitness devices
such as the Nike+ product family, are set to
revolutionise the relationship people have
with internet-connected devices.
For analyst Gartner, the strongest consumer base for wearable electronics is fitness enthusiasts, but wider interest in these
devices is leading to broader adoption.
The worldwide revenue from wearable
electronic devices, apps and services for fitness and personal health is predicted to be
$1.6bn this year, rising to $5bn by 2016.
Gartner predicted that companies would
be most interested in wearable electronics to
extend their product lines in innovative ways
that enhance their brand. The analyst said
such firms would focus on products that had
capabilities beyond fitness, positioning the
wearables as accessories to their customers’
smartphones, tablets and other devices.

The availability of wearable technology is
set to grow significantly as the cost of
computing falls. According to David Sovie,
managing director of Accenture’s communications, media and technology group, the
wide availability of sensor technology and
wireless communications will be a catalyst
for innovation in wearable technology.
“Affordable sensor technology that measures temperature, pressure, orientation,
heart rate, wind pressure and the availability
of open standards such as next-generation
Bluetooth or Wi-Fi creates a level playing
field for new companies,” he said.
For instance, fashion designers can take
off-the-shelf parts such as the Intel Edison
computer, which is the size of an SD card.
Accenture’s study Racing toward a complete
digital lifestyle found almost half of the 6,021
consumers questioned said they were interested in buying smartwatch functionality.
More than 40% were interested in wearable
eyeglasses, 54% were interested in buying
a health monitor as an application on the
phone, laptop or desktop or as a dedicated
device, and 52% were interested in buying a
computerweekly.com 25 February - 3 March 2014 6
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fitness monitor device or application.
Accenture believes interest in wearable
technology underlines consumers’ growing
desire to be more digitally connected at all
times using a “constellation” of devices. The
Accenture report said leading providers will
understand how consumers are using each
device in the context of others, how to build
engaging relationships with customers, and
how new products can be introduced to fulfill
their unmet needs.
Sovie said customer data could live in silos,
such as on the Nike+ community site for the
company’s fitness devices. But he added:
“A lot of devices will be tethered to smartphones, so consumers will be able to create
their own experiences [with their data].”
This will become an important factor
when consumers begin using two or more
wearable devices.

“Affordable sensor
technology creates a
level playing field for
new companies”

David Sovie, Accenture
Information collected from these wearable
devices will translate into vast amounts of
data, which Sovie believes could be used by
the individual and in application areas such
as healthcare and medical research.
A device such as Google Glass could augment reality in the workplace. In an interview
with Computer Weekly last year, GE’s head of
software, Bill Ruh, spoke about how a camera built into an operator’s headset could
help onsite technicians fix complex parts, or
enable a product engineer to see a recording
of a repair if something was fixed incorrectly.
Looxcie is a company that has developed
such a head-mounted video camera, called
Vidcie, for real-time video-based collaboration in the field.
In his report The Enterprise Wearables
Journey, Forrester analyst JP Gownder
noted that, beyond healthcare and high-end
engineering services, enterprise-provided

Samsung is among the
developers of smartwatches

JANITORS/FLICKR

HOME

wearables can solve particular problems in
specific roles. While there is a lot going on in
the consumer space with wearable technology, he noted that enterprise products would
have better security and stronger integration
with other company infrastructure.
Company-issued wearables enjoy a more
seamless integration into company assets
than catch-as-catch-can bring your own
device (BYOD) policies. Intel, software, and
interfaces for wearables offer enterprisegrade application programming interfaces
(APIs) to link wearable devices to standard
IT systems. For example, Samsung’s Solution
Exchange provides APIs for software developers to integrate its Gear smartwatch technology into software systems.

Biggest buzz

Speaking about the Consumer Electronics
Show, Gartner research director Angela
McIntyre said the biggest buzz at the
show was around smart, wearable devices.
“Everyone was talking about wearables, but
for a smartwatch to gain momentum in the
consumer market, people will have to buy
into it as a fashion accessory. However, a
smartwatch or smart pendant used at work,
such as in a retail store, could provide staff
with a screen to check stock availability.”
Adrian David Cheok, professor of pervasive computing at City University, London,
is heading a team of researchers that has
developed a ring that can receive a message
over the internet. The ring can be connected
to an application that monitors big data.
In the context of financial services, if there
are changes in data such as stock prices, a
message could be sent to the ring through
the sense of touch. n
computerweekly.com 25 February - 3 March 2014 7
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Rubber and plastics converter Miers
chooses SAP Business One on Hana
Family firm transforms its IT processes after becoming the first UK company to
implement SAP Business One version for SAP Hana. Brian McKenna reports
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SAP
Business One
and beer: an
entrepreneur’s
journey
SAP pushes
Hana analytics
for SMBs

Miers’ processes had required manual data input
prior to the SAP Business One deployment

L

JA Miers, a family-run company that
turns rubber and plastic into gaskets
and seals, has chosen SAP’s Business
One ERP system, running on the supplier’s
in-memory database Hana, to re-cast its
business processes.
Managing director Andrew Miers, grandson of the founder of the Cambridgeshirebased rubber and plastics converter, says
he “fell in love” with Business One on Hana
when demonstrated by Prospettiva, an IT
services company located nearby.
LJA Miers last year became the first UK
company to implement SAP Business One
version for SAP Hana.
The company has been in operation for
almost 60 years and supplies rubber and
plastics products to various sectors, including the construction and automotive industries. The automotive sector accounts for

53% of sales, says Miers. The economic
crash of 2008 was a modernisation “eyeopener” for the firm, which had to shed half
its 40 staff. It now employs 44, and is budgeting for an increase in revenue from £4.7m
in 2013 to £5.4m in 2014.
In addition, an allied company, Miers
Construction Products, which was set up
three years ago and turns over £5m, will be
run on Business One too.

Slicker way

The companies’ combined revenue has
been getting beyond the grasp of managing director Miers, who decided to seek a
slicker way of running the two businesses,
and is appointing a new finance director.
About a year ago, the company began to
plan an upgrade of its IT systems. One area
of focus was the firm’s business processes,
computerweekly.com 25 February - 3 March 2014 9
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which required manual data input and so
were very time-consuming. This was further
complicated by the fact that the company
is spread across sites in Airdrie, Scotland,
and Warrington.
The company had been using Lakeview
ERP, but its material requirements planning
module did not suit Miers’ requirements as
well as Business One’s, says Miers.

More responsive

Previously, material requirements planning
was done manually every fortnight. The new
system enables the company to be more
responsive, more real-time and more efficient in terms of manpower.
The company also assessed Sage, Access
ERP and NetSuite. “The competition was
really tough,” says Miers.
Governing his decision was a preference for
new equipment. “When I buy a machine for

“The ease of use
swung it for me. And I
had thought only big
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companies use SAP”

Andrew Miers,
LJA Miers
the factory, I prefer to get the most up-todate one,” says Miers. “I followed the same
philosophy here.”
He was impressed with the speed of the
reports generated by Hana – reports he
currently spends four to five days a month
producing for board meetings.
The software will cost £107,000 over three
years, with £40,000 allocated to hardware.
This compares favourably with the cost
of a new machine for the factory – about
£150,000. Miers anticipates payback within
two years.
He also sees a more computerised future
for the company, with a terminal on each
machine, generating operational information
that will be accessible by sales staff on the
road with iPads.

Miers’ SAP system will enable it to be more
responsive, more real time and more efficient

“A salesman with a customer will be able to
go into the system and see in real time what
job is going through which machine,” he
says. “Automotive is so ‘just in time’ that
this is important.”
Miers is also hoping to reap an inventory
control benefit. If the company can reduce its
stockholding by 10%, that would represent a
£120,000 cost saving.
The roll-out of SAP Business One with a
manufacturing-specific software add-on
from Variatec, is under way. The project was
expected to go live in early 2014.

Transformative for business

“The ease of use swung it for me,” says
Miers. “And I had thought only big companies use SAP. The effort they have put in has
convinced me that they can service a small
customer. I think this will be transformative
for our business.”
Tony Marturano, managing director of
Prospettiva, says: “LJA Miers was looking at
a range of solutions, including SAP Business
One on SQL, but when we mentioned the
SAP Hana platform, it was keen to hear
more. We worked closely with SAP to deliver
a live demo of the product, and this was the
turning point.” n
computerweekly.com 25 February - 3 March 2014 10
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Interview:
Parliamentary
ICT director
Joan Miller
Interview:
WWF UK
CIO David
Southern

Adapting a business model to meet
the demands of a digital world
Richard Warner, CIO of LV, tells Caroline Baldwin how the insurer is keeping up
with technology trends, sometimes with the help of startup companies

T

he IT industry is swarming with buzz
words, from big data and the internet
of things to social collaboration and
consumerisation of distribution. Yet despite
some people doubting the importance of
these, Richard Warner, CIO of insurer LV,
sees all of them as trends that need to be
addressed in 2014.
He says these trends are emerging because
technology is becoming more complex, yet at
the same time simpler for users.
The rapid growth of technology directly
affects not just the back-end IT of businesses, but LV’s customers, too, says Warner.
“Today’s millennials are software developers, even if they don’t know it,” he says.
The evolution of the app store, for example, has made technology easier for the
consumer to understand while encouraging
the development of business applications
that can be created without any coding. This
means businesses need to provide easy-touse customer interfaces, says Warner.
Customers want to buy their insurance in a
straightforward transaction, in the same way
that they buy goods from Amazon or music
from iTunes, he says.

Richard Warner:
“Today’s millennials
are software
developers”

CW500
interview

Warner likens this to the early days of
insurance, when businesses would set up
insurance groups to look after each other.
Each business would put some money into
the group insurance scheme and if one of
them suffered an incident, it would draw
Consumerisation of distribution
from the fund.
This is the consumerisation of distribution,
“And then insurance companies grew up
says Warner. Consumers want the comand took over,” he says. “But now a few startpany’s distribution channels (call centre,
ups have been using Facebook as a medium
web, social media, intermediate broker) to
to set up group insurance again. With the
be seamless, no matter which products they rise of social media, it’s much easier for
are buying.
groups to form, and act in a cohesive way.”
He also warns about the rise of social colThe next trend everyone seems to be
laboration, which is changing fundamental
talking about is the internet of things, says
business models for the insurance sector.
Warner. “Mobiles, tablets and desktops all
Purchasing models are affected because con- have power that is significantly bigger than
sumers can search before they buy and use
they are used to,” he says. “And everything
social collaborative websites, such as price
we buy has a form of intelligence in it.”
comparison sites, Trip Advisor and the like to
But it is the trends that some people
research their purchase, he says.
think of as science fiction that could shake
computerweekly.com 25 February - 3 March 2014 11
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up the insurance sector the most, he says.
Driverless cars and intelligent medicine –
including tablets with sensors that can detect
when someone has taken their medicine –
could have huge implications for the nature
of risk and insurance.

Big data

Big data is another trend on Warner’s
agenda as the world struggles to process
and understand ever-growing volumes of
information. “Big data is great, but only
if you can do something with it,” he says.
“How do you sift through the important
stuff to make important business decisions?
And how do you do that in a timely fashion
so you’re not left behind?”
For Warner, understanding and accessing
big data would provide a competitive advantage in the insurance industry. He says that if
another insurer gets better at managing and
leveraging data more quickly, it will be able
to select customers that are lower risk, which
would leave its rivals with the higher-risk
customers to insure.

Startups

So how does Warner keep on top of all
these new trends? He says his inbox is
deluged with up to 60 marketing messages
each day claiming to offer fantastic new
products. “But the reality is I delete them
all because I don’t have the time, but I’m
conscious I might be ignoring a great idea,”
he says. “I need someone to help me filter
out those great ideas.”
For the past 18 months, Warner has been
working with Clustre, which he describes as
an “innovation broker”. Clustre looks at small,
emerging companies and matches them with
the requirements of larger business. “Unless
you have large in-house capabilities, it’s difficult to research,” says Warner.
He finds companies such as Clustre valuable for researching innovative technologies to
locate SMEs with great assets and the ability
to plug and play products.
LV recently worked with a small Dutch
company called Mendix, which runs an
enterprise app platform. Warner says that
although the company was interesting, he
would not normally have spotted it in the
crowd because of its size. But once found,

the insurer has used it for a number of initiatives internally to launch new products to
market quickly.
Warner says he works with startups where
it makes sense and there is value, but he
stresses this is not a “religious conviction”
and LV still has a relationship with the larger
suppliers, including Microsoft and IBM,
which also provide innovative ideas.
But the difference is that companies in the
startup phase have more flexibility, he says.
“They are also commercially a bit easier to
deal with, and the smaller companies really
want the business.”

“We work with
startups where it
makes sense and there
is value”
Warner says startups usually focus on a
particular specialty, and the companies are
made up of passionate experts. “They’re
very knowledgeable about their product
and how it might help you,” he says. “They’re
not trying to sell you a whole range of
other services.”

LV’s future as a business

LV is looking at the foundations of its business and is beginning to think a little differently, about how it can leverage the digital
economy to its advantage.
It recently launched a new website that is
optimised to work on various digital devices,
and it also has a presence on social media.
“We’re looking at our digital marketing
strategy, and we’ve got more to do in that
space,” says Warner.
But while LV is not as active in social media
and tying up its various channels as other
sectors, such as retail, it does not want to
rush ahead too far before it understands the
economic value of such investment.
“We’re not omni-channel yet,” says
Warner. “We want to do that, but at what
pace and over what time? As the technology
emerges, we will find ways to do that.” n
computerweekly.com 25 February - 3 March 2014 12
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Data privacy concerns
overshadow benefits
of patient database

T

he growing row over the NHS England Care.data
service has become an instruction manual for
how not to handle data privacy in the digital age.
Care.data will upload all GP patient records in England
to a central database, to be used for medical research.
The likely benefits are immense. The ability to use
modern big data analytics promises to lead to important
new insights and treatments.
But the perceived risks of people’s most sensitive personal information being misused, hacked into, leaked,
abused or sold for use by insurance companies are
genuine and heartfelt by many.
NHS England insists it is aware of the risks, and maintains that the service has been designed to protect
patient privacy. But its actions in a digital world fail to
match the words.
At the heart of the matter are two issues: the ease
or otherwise of being able to use anonymised patient
records to identify individuals; and the right to opt out
of the scheme. A process of anonymisation that does
not take into account developments in analytics and
data matching is clearly open to potential future abuses.
Opting out of the scheme is easy, says the NHS. Just tell
your GP. But opting out is a one-time opportunity. In a
digital age, offering any service that uses personal data
without a perpetual opt-out is unacceptable.
Today, any organisation dealing with large amounts of
personal data needs to put data privacy issues front and
centre of their argument. Lead with privacy. Go beyond
what the law dictates and what data protection rules
mandate. Be as openly paranoid about data privacy as
the biggest conspiracy theorists. Only then will people
listen to and understand the reasons you need their
data. Chances are, they will be happy to hand it over.
It’s no longer enough for the NHS – or any part of
government – to assume a patrician approach to people’s personal data. It’s our data – they need to convince
us why they want to use it, and make sure we remain in
control of how it is used. It is worth NHS England making the argument, because the benefits of Care.data,
when introduced properly, will be worth it. n
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Is this the
future for
IT in local
government?
Open
standards are
about business
model, not
technology

Searching for the signal of open
standards amid the noise of agile
Open standards can provide an architecture of consumption for government
IT, but the quest for agile could bring dangers, writes Mark Thompson

I

t is now almost six years since I wrote
a paper entitled Open Source and Open
Standards: Reforming IT Procurement in
Government for George Osborne, suggesting that, if elected, the Tories should place
the rigorous pursuit of open standards at the
heart of their approach to IT.
The thinking was simple: the link between
architecture, technology and government
contracts was not working. The picture in
2008 was that government bought huge,
bespoke, expensive, integrated IT from a
few large suppliers, typically on long-term
contracts that guaranteed those suppliers
minimum revenues for many years.
For some of us at the time, the way out
was open standards. Why? Because open
standards meant breaking down huge IT into
smaller chunks of standardised, interoperable components, or transactions, that could
be reused across government. As the number of reusable components grew, IT projects
would become smaller, iterative, lowerbudget, and more user-centric – standard
building blocks for reassembly locally.

Architecture of consumption

Any open standard should be provided as
running “open source” code, eventually. But
the goal of government IT should be to build
on commodity components, such as utility services, and to create an architecture of
consumption. Open source helps in this, but
only open standards define that end state.
This is where agile comes in. In the context
of an architecture of consumption, agile is
a powerful approach, because it allows the
recombination and reuse of standard building
blocks, customised to users’ needs. However,
the local approach is tempered by the discipline of consumption and reuse wherever
possible – the principle of open standards.
But in a context of in-house development
and maintenance, agile could be dangerous,
because, untempered by the discipline of
consumption and reuse, the local approach
can run amok. Agile becomes the end rather
than the means, and government starts to
build its own proprietary equipment all over
again. Agile will not work for government
unless it is used in conjunction with the discipline of open standards. Government departments need to build capability in open standards – the “why” – as much as to embed agile
in their technology practices – the “how”.
Amid the growing noise across government
of crowds enthusiastically chanting “agile!”,
I worry that the signal of open standards is
growing fainter – and with it, the possibility of
a genuine IT and service revolution. n

So here’s the controversial bit: open standards were the foundational principle of an
architecture of consumption. If we could
only have the self-discipline to standardise
our demand across government for common building blocks, we would create a
ready market, in which a host of large and
small suppliers could compete.
This is an edited excerpt. Click to read the full article online.
In contrast to the consumption architecture
underlying open standards, open source does
care where the technology comes from. And
Mark Thompson is a senior lecturer
because of this, a government architecture
in information systems at Cambridge
founded on reuse of open source alone can
Judge Business School, a key
never be an architecture of utility consumparchitect of the government’s open
tion. Instead, the logic becomes one of inIT strategy, and strategy director at
house development and maintenance.
consultancy Methods Digital.
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Understanding the functions
of Microsoft’s hybrid cloud
After a slow start, Microsoft Azure is progressing rapidly and has become a
strong hybrid cloud choice for businesses. Tim Anderson reports
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hybrid cloud part 2 of 3

Windows
Azure success
could
determine
Microsoft’s
cloud future
The
Windows
Azure Backup
basics all
Windows
Server admins
should know

M

icrosoft is a keen advocate of the hybrid cloud, or, in other words, an IT infrastructure that has some servers on-premise and some hosted in the public
cloud, whether that is Windows Azure or a third-party hosting service. Its advocacy is not surprising, because it is the obvious way to make sense of a large
existing business selling Windows Server and applications such as Exchange and SQL Server,
while also meeting the demand for public cloud services.
Nevertheless, the hybrid cloud concept chimes with businesses looking for the scalability
and efficiency of cloud-based infrastructure, or taking advantage of the cloud for off-site
backup or replication, but without giving up the control and independence that can only be
found in your own datacentre.
One reason for Microsoft’s slow start with Azure was its failure to grasp the need for
infrastructure as a service (IaaS) alongside platform as a service (PaaS). On its initial release,
Azure was an application platform with web roles for web applications, worker roles for
computerweekly.com 25 February - 3 March 2014 17
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background applications, and storage services to persist your data. It used virtual machines
(VMs) based on Microsoft’s Hyper-V Hypervisor, but they were stateless, so that, by design,
Azure could, at any time, revert a VM to its state at the time you last deployed the application. Even the VM role, introduced later, worked in the same way. This approach has its merits, but meant that Azure could not easily work as an extension of an existing datacentre, but
only as a way of running new applications.
This changed with the release of Azure Virtual Machines, which have been generally available since April 2013 and were in preview from June 2012. Azure VMs are durable and support Linux as well as Windows Server. Microsoft also introduced a new REST-based management API and a revamped web portal, with the portal designed for ease of use when getting
started (complete with a gallery of VM templates), and the REST API designed for scripting
control and long-term management.
It was only with the arrival of Azure VMs that Microsoft was able to offer IaaS and to compete with Amazon Web Services (AWS).
But there is more in Azure than just VMs. It also offers
data services, including SQL Server databases, blog or
table storage, and Hadoop clusters; application services,
zure
s
including service bus, media services, and Biztalk for
integrating business processes; hosted Active Directory;
are durable
virtual networks; websites that scale from free to multiand support
ple load-balanced servers, and mobile services to support apps running on devices.
inux as well
A key feature of Azure Active Directory is that it is
used by Office 365, Microsoft’s hosted Exchange and
as
indows
Sharepoint offering. You can use this in conjunction
with Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) and
erver
Directory Sync, which between them enable a single
directory and single sign-on between Office 365, Azure
applications, and the local network.

“A
L

S
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VM

”

Microsoft’s private cloud

Microsoft’s private cloud story has long been based on its System Center server management suite. The underlying hypervisor is primarily Hyper-V, as it is on Windows Azure,
although the latest version of System Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM) can also
manage VMware ESX and Citrix XenServer. Using SCVMM, you can create, deploy and
manage virtual machines. New virtual machines are based on templates, which you
design in SCVMM.

Creating new services in Windows Azure. This same
portal is now available for the private cloud thanks to
Windows Azure Pack

The Service Template Designer in System Center
Virtual Machine Manager lets you configure applications
spanning multiple VMs, for automated deployment
computerweekly.com 25 February - 3 March 2014 18
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You can also create service templates, which define a complete application deployment.
Service templates comprise several VM templates along with operating system and application deployment scripts. There is also support for Server Application Virtualisation (Server
App-V), which lets you deploy an application image to a VM, largely isolated from the VM
operating system.
Microsoft’s SCVMM also has a private cloud feature. Simply having VMs in a datacentre is
not enough to define a private cloud. Rather, a cloud has further characteristics, including:
n Delegation of management to enable self-service. Users in the organisation who require
computing resources must be able to come to a portal or run a script that lets them create cloud resources automatically, subject to the resource and usage limitations defined
by the cloud provider (internal or external).
n Resource pooling. A shared pool of resources results in more efficiency.
n Elasticity. It must be possible to add resources to a private cloud so that its capacity can
be increased.
n Opacity. Cloud consumers do not need to know the
details of the physical implementation.
ystem
It follows that a key element in any cloud is how selfservice is implemented. A historical problem with
enter has a
Microsoft’s hybrid cloud efforts was that the on-premise solution, based on System Center, used a different
convoluted
approach than Azure.
story when
It was not until the arrival of System Center 2012 R2
and the Windows Azure Pack that this began to change
it comes to
(there was a predecessor to the Azure Pack, but it was
mainly aimed at hosting providers).
self service
System Center has a convoluted story when it comes
portals
to self-service portals. Users (that is, admin users in
need of compute resources) can log into SCVMM and
use that, although the console is really designed for private cloud administrators. There is another System Center component called App Controller,
which is a portal that enables users to deploy virtual machines and service templates.
The Windows Azure Pack (WAP) lets you deploy much of the Azure web portal and REST
API (called the Service Management API) for your own datacentre, bringing consistency to
public and private cloud offerings, at least from the point of view of cloud consumers. It also
enables third-party hosting services to offer an Azure-like service.
Azure Pack is not a replacement for System Center but works alongside it. Nor does it
fully replace App Controller, although there is overlapping functionality. To provision virtual
machines, for example, the Azure Pack requires programmatic access to SCVMM via an API

“S
C

-

Creating a private cloud in System Center Virtual
Machine Manager

”

You can create point-to-site or site-to-site VPN
between on-premise and Azure
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called the Service Provider Foundation. This API is part of another System Center component,
called Orchestrator.
Migrating a private cloud to WAP is not trivial, but it is a strategic component in Microsoft’s
hybrid cloud strategy and represents the future direction. On the provider side, WAP offers
automation, billing by usage, hosting plans and tenant management. Cloud users get the
excellent Azure portal, or the option to use scripting, and features such as scalable websites,
VMs running Windows or Linux, a web app gallery with support for multiple application
platforms including ASP.NET, PHP and Node.js, service bus, and SQL Server or
MySQL databases.

Connecting public and private clouds

Microsoft offers both public cloud (Azure) and private cloud (System Center), but how do
you connect them?
There are several connection points, not least Active Directory federation and synchronisation, as mentioned above.
Another key piece is virtual private networks (VPNs) between on-premise and Azure. You
can configure both point-to-site (single machines connect to Azure) and site-to-site VPN.
Once created, you can select a virtual network for Azure VMs and have full VPN connectivity
between the two networks.
App Controller can connect to multiple clouds, private, hosted and Windows Azure. You
can also move VMs to Azure using App Controller, although this requires shutdown of the
VM first. When a virtual hard drive (VHD) file is uploaded, empty blocks are detected and
skipped to speed transfer. Azure does not yet support the new VHDX format.
Azure stores VHDs in its blob storage service, and you can also upload and download
VHDs with PowerShell script.
Hyper-V Recovery Manager is an Azure service that monitors SCVMM clouds and
co-ordinates failover from one to another in the event of an outage.
System Center Operations Manager can connect to Azure subscriptions and monitor Azure
hosted services, as well as private cloud.
There is an abundance of connection points, although some operations are not as seamless
as they could be. You cannot set up replication between Azure and on-premise VMs or do
live migration, but you can backup to Azure storage using a Backup service.

Microsoft’s hybrid cloud

After a slow start, Microsoft Azure is progressing rapidly and has become a strong choice
for businesses that use Microsoft’s platform, or want to use another cloud provider alongside Amazon Web Services or others. Its key differentiator is hybrid cloud, consistency and
connectivity between on-premise and public cloud. There are numerous connection
points, including site-to-site VPN, Active
Directory, and integration between System
Center and Azure.
Windows Azure Pack gives cloud users a
consistent experience, whether using public
or private cloud, within the subset of Azure
features that are supported.
But delve into the details, and the different
cloud management technologies in System
Center versus Azure remain, making integration more difficult.
However, Microsoft is welding them
App Controller, part of System Center, can connect to
together, and consistency of management is public, private and hosted clouds and lets you manage
likely to improve with each new release. n
VMs and services
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Datacentre troubleshooting
requires an overall view
A unified strategy for managing datacentres and associated IT equipment
is the only way to pinpoint problems efficiently, says Clive Longbottom

A

datacentre is a complex environment, and despite suppliers’ best efforts, many
organisations and datacentre facility owners still seem to be struggling with
management and control issues.
With the dependency that organisations now have on their IT platform, gaining
better control of the datacentre has to be a high priority to ensure high levels of performance
and availability. The main problem often lies in the fact that the datacentre facility itself is
essentially owned and managed by the facilities team, whereas the IT equipment is owned
and managed by the IT team.
The building, its electricity feeds and distribution systems, the cooling, the auxiliary generators and most of the environmental monitoring and response systems will generally be
managed via a building information modelling (BIM) system, while the IT equipment will be
managed through an IT systems management tool set.
In the past, these have not been integrated. In most cases, this wasn’t that much of an
issue – the building’s systems were over-engineered to meet the possible needs of IT over an
extended period of, say, seven to 10 years. However, the speed of change in the IT world has
led to a need to bring BIM and IT systems management together.

Power density
Top 10
resolutions
for the
new year’s
datacentre
How the
datacentre
market has
evolved in 12
months

For example, increasing IT equipment densities can stress the building’s systems in different ways. The power density per rack can exceed the capabilities of the supporting power
distribution systems; the heat signature of the rack could be too much for the cooling systems to bring hot spots back to acceptable levels.
Without linkages between the various management systems, it becomes a guessing game
as to where problems really lie. This is unacceptable in a world where IT underpins much of
an organisation’s business needs.
These problems are only getting worse as new IT architectures appear. Virtualisation and
cloud are removing direct dependencies of workloads on underlying equipment – an application can be running across a mix of shared resources. However, the failure of a single physical
computerweekly.com 25 February - 3 March 2014 21
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item of equipment can still impact the workloads that were using its resources, and many IT
tool sets still struggle to deal simultaneously with the virtual and physical worlds.
Add to this the growing presence of shadow IT, not only in the use of cheap, software as a
service (SaaS) based applications, but also in bring your own device (BYOD) mobility, and it
is not surprising that people are often unable to uncover the root cause of any issue.
For those with responsibility for the datacentre, the knowledge that a problem is outside
their area is just as vital as knowing that it is within the facility: at least focus can be applied
to the right area. There is a real need to pull together all the various aspects of how the overall IT platform works so that a single view of the world can be achieved.
This brings us to datacentre infrastructure management (DCIM), an approach that essentially started in the BIM world. DCIM suppliers such as Schneider, Emerson and Nlyte have
been extending their systems’ capabilities rapidly in recent years, and their tools can now act
as a bridge between the facilities and IT worlds.
Although DCIM’s capabilities are improving, it is not yet an answer on its own. DCIM provides many capabilities for designing, monitoring and operating the datacentre facility, but in
most cases it still leaves the job of running the IT stack to others.
DCIM provides predictive capabilities so that problems can be avoided, such as adding one too many
systems to a rack that would overload the power-disany
tribution systems or cause hotspot issues. It therefore
enables problems to be avoided, but also moves some
tool sets still
of the way towards providing a better approach to rootcause analysis of problems as they arise.
struggle to deal

“M

What are the options?

IT

simultaneously

But, in itself, this is not enough. The DCIM suppliers
with the virtual
have a couple of options open to them. They can get
into bed with one or more of the systems manageand physical
ment suppliers (such as IBM, Dell, BMC, Microsoft or
worlds
HP), or they can try to move into systems management themselves.
The supplier that, so far, is the closest to being a
full-service player is CA. As an existing systems management supplier, it has acquired other
companies and merged capabilities to build a DCIM/systems management tool set that
shows great promise, but it still has work to do on the more facilities side of its capabilities.
Nlyte has just announced an agreement with HP about tying in to HP’s change management data base (CMDB) capabilities to extend its reach. This could lead to greater synergies
between Nlyte’s and HP’s portfolios across the space.
True troubleshooting is possible only by gaining a single view on the end-to-end dependencies of how a business process is supported by the technology and physical assets underpinning it. This requires integrated systems, including everything from the applications down to
the datacentre facility, and then beyond into the public cloud and network connections.
Siloed management systems must be avoided. IT is so critical to the financial performance
of any organisation that putting anything in place that allows problems to fall between stools
or permits different groups to finger-point at each other will only have a negative impact.
While the DCIM/IT systems management worlds are morphing to become more integrated, you need to ensure that any systems you are looking at for future use will be capable
of embracing all aspects of your organisation’s needs, creating a single view.
Even where tactical decisions are needed to give the business urgent functionality, try to
ensure that the choices made take into account a longer-term strategy; wherever possible,
avoid the need for fork-lift replacements and major changes in approach. n

”

Clive Longbottom is founder of analyst company Quocirca
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Solving persistent problems
in VDI storage systems
Persistent and non-persistent desktops present different requirements when
an organisation is formulating a VDI storage project, says Chris Evans
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Atlantis
VDI storage
helps hospitals
save £500,000
a year
The best
storage
for VDI
environments?
RAM, of course

V

irtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) storage requires careful consideration, chiefly
because of the potential I/O bottleneck that can arise when many virtual desktops
try to access storage simultaneously.
As such, there are important issues involved in picking a suitable storage strategy
for your VDI project.
VDI takes the user’s desktop computer and migrates it into the datacentre. This is attractive to IT departments because it enables centralised management and control of desktop
applications, including patching and automated deployment, while delivering a consistent
experience for the user.
Virtual desktops can be deployed in two modes – persistent and non-persistent. Persistent
desktops each have a separate disk image, which means the user retains their personalised
configuration each time they log in. Non-persistent desktops do not retain configuration
information and are reset to the standard master image each time the user logs off.
Persistent desktops require higher data protection and availability features from storage
compared with their non-persistent counterparts.
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In the distributed, physical desktop model, issues with storage – whether performancerelated or failure-related – only affect the individual user.
But, as desktops are consolidated with VDI, users share the same physical infrastructure
in a multi-tenant configuration, making the effects of any performance problem or outage
more significant.
VDI therefore needs to be treated like any other enterprise application and the storage
component designed accordingly. This means giving consideration to performance, capacity
and availability.
To size the disk performance requirements for VDI, best practice is to sample a typical
desktop using performance tools and measure the actual IOPS required over a set period
of time.

Login/logout storms

Typically, a single Windows 7 desktop will require,
on average, about 20 IOPS, depending on the clidata is
ent applications being used. This figure will peak at
well suited to
certain times of the day, for instance as users log in
(when most of the activity is read I/O) and when
data reduction
the user logs out (resulting in write I/O). These are
known as boot or login/logout storms.
technologies
Virtual desktop I/O can be heavily write I/O orientated, which is not typical of enterprise applications
such as thin
and so can present a problem when designing VDI
provisioning
storage solutions. It can also make sense to optimise
desktop I/O by disabling background search, drive
and data
encryption and virus scanning functions.
One other point to remember is that consolidadeduplication
tion of desktops into a VDI system creates a highly
random workload profile because it is impossible to
predict the I/O demands of any single desktop user.
Random I/O is more challenging to deal with on diskbased storage, especially for read I/O, which must come from physical disk rather than being
cached or pre-fetched.
A typical user desktop can require anything from 10GB to 20GB or higher, depending on the
applications deployed. Large VDI deployments may therefore scale to terabytes of storage,
which has significant cost implications.
Fortunately, VDI data is well suited to data reduction technologies such as thin provisioning
and data deduplication. Deduplication rates can be as high as 90%, as most data is simply a
copy of the master operating system image.

VDI

Data availability

As with any deployment that consolidates distributed data into a central solution, data
availability becomes a significant consideration. For VDI, the level of availability required
depends on the implementation type.
Non-persistent desktops are dependent on the master image only, because the user
desktop is rebuilt each time the user logs in. In the event of a server failure, the VDI user can
connect to another server in the VDI farm. Although this is an irritation, it does not mean
data loss.
Persistent desktops, however, require more care because they retain user configuration
information. In this case, data needs to be protected and perhaps replicated remotely to
ensure a high level of availability is maintained.
Exactly what type of storage is right for VDI environments? There are a number of configurations and each has specific considerations.
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The deployment models discussed here refer to the storage required for the user desktop
only. We assume that shared locations, such as team folders and home drives, will be handled separately on storage platforms managed independently, on a dedicated NAS appliance,
for example.
Direct-attached storage (DAS) local to the VDI server is potentially cheaper to deploy than
a shared storage solution. However, direct-attached disks provide no resilience in the case of
hardware failure, unlike a shared storage solution.
With persistent desktop solutions, shared storage is a better choice, because it provides
protection of user data in the event of a server-level failure, with access to data and the
desktop achieved through another server.
For non-persistent desktop implementations, DAS can be used, but the solution may be
limited in IOPS density without using large numbers of fast drives.
Flash storage is particularly suited to random I/O environments because there is no
mechanical latency involved.
Most storage array makers have reference architectures for VDI, and all-flash arrays are available from
lash storage
many storage suppliers – the big six and startups. Flash
can be deployed directly into the server, either as flash
is particularly
drives or in PCIe format, and most of the flash suppliers
have VDI reference architectures.
suited to

F

Hybrid flash platforms

random I/O

Of course, the problem with flash is the higher cost
environments
compared with hard drive solutions when looking
purely at the cost per terabyte metric. As an alternabecause there is
tive, hybrid flash platforms combine solid state and
hard drives, making them more cost-effective than
no mechanical
all-flash solutions.
latency
There are also suppliers that offer converged solutions, such as Nutanix and Pivot3, which combine
storage and hypervisor in scale-out architectures that
can allow VDI solutions to be deployed without needing separate virtual server and virtual
desktop hardware.
Arrays based solely on spinning disk can be impractical for VDI because the IOPS density
of hard drives is not high enough to sustain the throughput required, especially during I/O
storms.
As an alternative to hardware solutions, there are a number of software options to optimise
VDI workloads.
Atlantis Computing’s ILIO supports persistent and non-persistent desktops and can
be used with DAS because of the reduction in disk I/O it achieves by storing frequently
accessed data in RAM. The software is deployed as an appliance on the VDI hypervisor and
for persistent implementations replicates data to another
VDI environment, which could be in a geographically dis› University boosts VDI IOPS by 70%
persed location.
with nimble hybrid flash array
GreenBytes’ vIO is also deployed as a virtual storage appli› Health trust adopts Tintri flash storage
ance in the hypervisor. It can support block (iSCSI) and NAS
storage as well as locally deployed flash solid state drives
(SSDs) and PCIe SSDs. Greenbytes also offers a hardware appliance that runs the same vIO
code for customers that prefer a dedicated hardware solution.
Virsto (acquired by VMware in 2013) is another software product that optimises the I/O
stream. This is achieved by organising random I/O into sequential writes by using a logstructured file process. Sequential writes are much easier to manage on traditional spinning
media, making the system applicable for deployment with traditional storage arrays. n
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And lead us not into temptation

Filthy content is only ever a click away in
this digital society. But in a free, modern
world, it is up to you what you click on
and to check your internet history is
clear before your partner uses
the PC.
However, there is a
growing trend of mobile
phone users seeking out
the explicit perhaps on a
train, at a bar, in a hotel
room or bored during a
church service. However,
Canterbury Cathedral has
said no to such salacious activity
and installed a porn blocker on its Wi-Fi
network to stop horny parishioners from
committing this sin of the (digital) flesh.
And rightly so! I mean, who would have
ever heard of a man of the cloth taking
pleasure in questionable sexual activity.

You say viral hit, we say it’s a load of...

Birds Eye is hoping its newest product will
be a viral hit. Potato Mashtags are set to
feature shapes including one of the most
popular key symbols of the social media
age, the hashtag.
A pack of Mashtags will
actually offer multiples
of five different shapes
including hashtags [#], at
signs [@] and emoticons
[:-)] – surely shaking up
the frozen food aisle next to
McCain’s smiley faces.
Imagine the fun you could
have teaming up your hashtags with
your potato alphabet shapes? Then you
could take a photo on your smartphone
and share your meal with friends over
social media.
It’s sure to be a smash hit with Tweeters
and Instagrammers everywhere. n

LIB DEMS SPOOF URL BALLS-UP

Read
more on the
Downtime blog

MPs are a frustrating phenomenon. They rarely say
what they mean, shout like school children in their
workplace and expense every cup of tea – or glass of
Dom Pérignon – out of the taxpayer’s pocket. The other
most frustrating thing is a slow internet connection or,
getting that most hated of web pages – the 404 error.
Who would have thought by bringing the 404 error and
politicians together, all hatred could subside for both?
The Liberal Democrats may have wound us up since
the forming of the coalition, but this 404 error on its
homepage means all is forgiven.
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